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combined with what else the Bible says as to what God has done regarding f

t he scripture, and when we investigate that we find,,, as I said a few minutes

ago1that inspiration is a very simple idea although from another viewpoint

i-&-it is a very complex idea, but the sane is true of the idea of which inspiration

is in a way a subdivision, not exactly a subdivisim , because it overlaps

but it is mainly a subdivision of a larger idea, and this idea is what we

call revelation. M Now, there is not near the ccn fusion, though there is

much confusion, therIis çt near ~s much confusion about revelation as

t4ee--there is inspiratiYrn, Ad yet there is a great lack of clear thinking

as to what we mean by revelation. But the word has not ee- come to g be

used in all the senses that reve er-ha--A8-- insplratioiy. like for instance
cL \y

even Coleridge made the statemenhe Bible is inspired because it inspires

me, -ad--th-and those portions are most inspired that inspire me the most,

so he is using the word in three or four different senses just as confusings

as talking of a little baby p pool a s an olympic k size c swimming pool if

you hauppen to measure it in meters instead of measuring it in yards, 4t-4s-

But revelation is the basic idea in relation to tie scriptuAre, and inspiration

is a specific idea rea4-relating to the scripture iR itself, and relating e-only

1D that Wow this word, revelation, while it is not used a-s-te-with the sare

ambiguity today-i*.-that inspiration is used re vertheless, eeepFa-comparatively

little thought wU big- binq almost anyone to a clear understai ding of th-t
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what is meantj because the word Exx is not used with the f= different ideas
LLtA)d.
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that have been attached wit- in popular speech aixi popular ieasp.Reveltiqn

a ctually means communicatioii C,ommunikcation is a .cin many areas toda-z'
(14ki&t-

I spoke to a student grip, astudenzt conference a couple of weeks k ago and
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